
Fitstop Studio Business for Sale Greater Brisbane Area

For Sale
Location: QLD
Asking: $249,000
Type: Health/Beauty

Contact:
Dustin Slypen
+61 425 121 788 or +61 7
3831 2300

aubizbuysell.com.au/113936

LINK Business Brisbane
Broker Ref: BR01433
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Growing Fitstop Studio Ipswich Region
Located in the heart of a thriving township with a huge territory to draw from. This studio is ideally
suited to a passionate hands-on operator that wants to immerse themselves into the local community.

With approx180 members the studio is moving in the right direction and well positioned for future
growth. 

With the owners over committed, the studio is operating with a full-time manager in place so it really
does present the perfect opportunity for a smooth transition. 

The studio itself has a real X - Factor with over 300SQM of floor space and subleasing potential. It
really needs to be seen to be appreciated.

Excellent location with secure long lease. 
170+ paying members and growing.
Experienced team of trainers and studio manager in place.
Cashflow from day 1 with 95% of income weekly direct debit.
No equipment leases to take over. 
Great community atmosphere and huge territory to work within.

With Fitstop's name now very familiar throughout the Australian Fitness Industry and the brand
growing at a rapid rate, now is the perfect time to jump in and join the ride. New studio's this size cost
$300,000+ to establish + all the working capital to open the doors. This presents real value for a
motivated Fitstop enthusiast.

For further details please contact Dustin Slypen QLD's leading specialist fitness industry broker. 
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Ref: BR01433
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Email: dustin.slypen@linkbusiness.com.au
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